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Skigo Cup, Kiruna

Welcome to the competitions  that  consists  of two individual  races.  Saturday is  middle distance in 
darkness  (bring  your  head  light) and  Sunday  short  distance.  The  competition  areas  are  around 
Matojärvi and for the longer courses around Varggropen. In the Matojärvi there are many ordinary ski 
tracks. In the other part there are mainly snow mobile tracks. As snow mobile is very popular in Kiruna 
there can be tracks not at the map. Some part of the courses crosses ordinary snow mobile tracks where 
traffic can be ongoing so be careful. 

When the mining company LKAB is searching for ore in the competition area two driving paths 
are going through the area. They are marked as black driving path symbol. It's possible to ski on 
those paths but watch up for stone. There can be traffic on the dirving paths so be careful.

The competition center is at  Matojärvi sporting center and parking can be done at  certain parking 
places. There are plenty of snow – about 75 cm. 

Map scale: 1:7500 for HD12-14, D16, D45, D55, HD65 and Ö1, other classes 1:10000.
Punching system: SportIdent. -3 min before the name is called and the card is emptied. -2 min the card 
is  checked and at  -1 min the map is  given.  Time start  is  done except in open classes where start 
punching is done. Finish punching must be done. If SportIdent card is not working (sound and light 
tells if it works) the punching can be done on map. 
First start: 4:30 pm Saturday and 10 am Sunday. Head light must be used Saturday. The light for  the 
light tracks will be on. In case off heavy snowing during the night before competition mass start may 
be implemented. In case of that the start time is decided on the day of the competition. 
Start place: In sight of competition center both days.
Kontroller: Tree sticks with SportIdent unit and punching device mounted on the sticks. Reflex sticks 
will also hang at the control. The code number at the Sport Ident unit is the correct number.
Prizes: Only in the youth classes based on total results after Sunday competition.

Course length (as the bird flies/best route choice)
Classes Saturday Sunday

H21,Ö6 8400/13430 6500/10230
H17-20, H35, D21 6300/9000 4700/7160
H16, H45, H55, D17-20,D35,Ö3 4300/6870 4300/6480
HD14, H65, D45, D16 3050/5140 2900/4370
HD12, D55 2300/3390 2000/2860
D65, Ö1 1900/2770 1800/2540




